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Global Migration
What’s Happening, Why, and a Just Response
Elizabeth W. Collier and Charles R. Strain

“Global Migration: What’s Happening, Why, and a Just Response is an invaluable resource for foundational information, human formation, and social transformation. The authors remind us that migration is not the central problem but rather the symptom of deeper imbalances that uproot people and cause them to move. The authors also challenge us to move beyond incendiary debates to the central moral issues, reminding us that the moral wealth of a country begins with how it treats its most vulnerable members. In bringing out the humanity of the immigrant, Collier and Strain call us to reflect on who we are before God, who we are in this journey of life, and who we are in response to our neighbor in need.”

—Daniel G. Groody, CSC
University of Notre Dame

At latest count, 244 million people—the highest number in history—reside in a nation in which they were not born. But migration is not a new phenomenon.

Elizabeth Collier and Charles Strain’s Global Migration: What’s Happening, Why, and a Just Response unpacks the complex issues surrounding modern migration. Using the See, Judge, Act method of reflection and action, this text goes beyond facts and statistics, offering personal narratives, principles for critical thinking drawn from Catholic social teaching, and opportunities for action from the individual to the international level. Focused on the humanitarian work of Catholic Relief Services throughout the world, Global Migration inspires reflection, provokes discussion, and empowers students to respond to today’s greatest humanitarian crisis.

Five academic course modules based on Global Migration, developed by Catholic Relief Services, are available at university.crs.org.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Elizabeth W. Collier holds the Christopher Chair in Business Ethics and is professor of business ethics at the Brennan School of Business at Dominican University. River Forest, Illinois. Charles R. Strain is professor of religious studies and a faculty member in the Peace, Justice and Conflict Studies program at DePaul University, Chicago.

Elizabeth W. Collier and Charles R. Strain
Global Migration: What’s Happening, Why, and a Just Response
2017 • paperbound
118 pages • Item #7080
ISBN 978-1-59982-894-7
$9.95

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Introduction: Stories That Shape Our Lives
Part 1: See—Understanding Global Migration
Chapter 1: Meeting the Challenges of the World’s Refugees
Chapter 2: Climate Change “Refugees”
Chapter 3: Unauthorized Migration to the U.S.
Chapter 4: The Current Debate
Part 2: Judge—Thinking Through Complex Realities
Chapter 5: Developing an Evaluative, Ethical Framework
Part 3: Act—Responding on Behalf of Refugees, Internally Displaced People, and Migrants
Chapter 6: Collective Action: NGOs
Chapter 7: U.S. Immigration Policy
Chapter 8: Individual Action—Where Do We Go from Here?
**God in Cosmic History**  
*Where Science and History Meet Religion*  
Ted Peters

“In Ted Peters’s God in Cosmic History: Where Science and History Meet Religion, one of America’s top contemporary theologians insightfully connects our new scientific story of the universe to the long human quest for God. Such a delicate task is one that few writers are qualified to carry out in a manner that is both fully respectful of the natural sciences and also deeply rooted in religious wisdom. Ted Peters is the embodiment of such skill. His book should have wide appeal to readers of many backgrounds. Strongly recommended.”

—John F. Haught  
Georgetown University

Does a scientific account of human and natural history have room for the “God question”?

Using the principles of “Big History,” Ted Peters’s *God in Cosmic History: Where Science and History Meet Religion* broadens the scope and method of traditional history in order to make room for the all-important God question. This expanded history pauses on the “Axial Age” of human history: a moment during the first millennium in which questions of transcendence first simultaneously arose in distinct locations around the world. By exploring this threshold in cosmic history, Peters demonstrates the way the arrival of the God question marked a radical new human consciousness, one that ultimately laid the groundwork for the modern age.

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Ted Peters is coeditor of the journal *Theology and Science*, published by the Francisco J. Ayala Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences at the Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, California. He is Research Professor Emeritus in Systematic Theology and Ethics at Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary in Berkeley.
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**Reading the Old Testament Anew**

*Biblical Perspectives on Today’s Issues*  
John Kaltner

“Eschewing the traditional compulsion to cover the entirety of the Hebrew Bible/Old Testament in a single term, John Kaltner has crafted an introductory textbook that works from the principle that ‘less is more.’ By limiting his attention to six key themes—creation, covenant, liberation, being human, ‘the other,’ and social justice—and tracing them through the canon and beyond, Kaltner deftly exposes first-time readers to both the central ideas and major interpretive questions surrounding the biblical text. Breezy and readable, the book should prove useful to instructors who are looking for ways to make the academic study of the Hebrew Bible more accessible to introductory students.”

—Chris Stanley  
St. Bonaventure University

Does the Bible remain relevant amid the complexities of the contemporary landscape? Absolutely, according to John Kaltner’s *Reading the Old Testament Anew: Biblical Perspectives on Today’s Issues*.

In fact, the stories of Scripture have shaped our understandings of the world—often without our even knowing it!

In *Reading the Old Testament Anew: Biblical Perspectives on Today’s Issues*, Kaltner presents an accessible overview of contemporary biblical scholarship as it relates to timely themes for today’s classroom, including creation, covenant, liberation, the human condition, the marginalized ‘other,’ and social justice. With real-world connections, pertinent artwork, informative and thought-provoking sidebars, and a robust bibliography, *Reading the Old Testament Anew* is the perfect guide for exploring the ancient context and modern relevance of the Bible as it relates to some of today’s most pressing themes.

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

John Kaltner is the Virginia Ballou McGehee Professor of Muslim-Christian Relations at Rhodes College.
NEW AND RECENT RELEASES

**World Religions in Dialogue**
*A Comparative Theological Approach, Enhanced Edition*

Pim Valkenberg, Editor

“World Religions in Dialogue is that unique textbook which combines competent introduction, accessibility, and a thoughtful dialogue of insiders and outsiders in conversation. It will be a much-appreciated text for the introductory course on world religions, showing both the what of religions and the how of learning religions in an ongoing conversation.”

—Francis X. Clooney, SJ
Harvard University

This text is an enhanced edition of *World Religions in Dialogue* (2013). The 2013 edition’s four parts, on Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism, appear in this version and are complemented by a new part on Christianity.

**TABLE OF CONTENTS**
- Part 1: Christianity
- Part 2: Judaism
- Part 3: Islam
- Part 4: Hinduism
- Part 5: Buddhism

2017 • paperbound
340 pages • Item #7078
$49.95

2013 • paperbound
278 pages • Item #7051
$45.95

**The Jesus Movement**
*and the World of the Early Church*

Sheila E. McGinn

“A masterful example of an important and difficult genre: the scholar’s presentation, for an intelligent and educated but nonspecialist audience, of the development of Christianity from Jesus to the period of the apostolic fathers. McGinn treats all the New Testament writings and some of the early noncanonical writings in their sociopolitical, economic, and religious contexts and in the process, she educates her readers in how to handle ancient historical writings. This will be a valuable text for beginning theology students.”

—Sandra M. Schneiders
Santa Clara University

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**
Sheila E. McGinn is professor and chair of the department of theology and religious studies at John Carroll University in University Heights, Ohio.

**The Catholic Church**
*A Brief Popular History*

Cynthia Stewart

“Dr. Stewart presents a history of the Catholic Church in a very engaging and reader-friendly manner. She prompts students to think of where we are now and how we have gotten here. I believe Cynthia Stewart has succeeded in presenting a ‘popular history.’”

—Mary Filice
Ohio Dominican University

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**
Cynthia Stewart has taught at Martin Methodist College, Belmont University School of Religion, Rhodes College department of religious studies, and Vanderbilt department of religious studies. She received her PhD in history of Christian thought from Vanderbilt and is currently an independent scholar residing in Nashville, Tennessee.
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2017 • paperbound
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2008 • paperbound
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2014 • paperbound
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**World Religions in Dialogue**
*A Comparative Theological Approach*

Pim Valkenberg, Editor

“The great strength of this rich, interesting book is that it offers the perspective of both an outsider and an insider for Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism. In the interplay between the two viewpoints, these world religions are illuminated in a fresh way for a Western Christian audience. The review questions, glossaries, and annotated bibliographies that conclude each section offer the reader the opportunity to solidify what has been learned and explore more deeply. Even in a library already stocked with world religions textbooks, this one stands out as a worthy addition.”

—Kristin Johnston Largen
Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg

**ABOUT THE EDITOR**
Pim Valkenberg is ordinary professor of religion and culture in the School of Theology and Religious Studies at The Catholic University of America, in Washington, DC. His recent books include *Renewing Islam by Service: A Christian View of Fethullah Gulen and the Hizmet Movement* (CUA Press, 2015) and (with Anthony Cirelli) *Nostra Aetate: Celebrating Fifty Years of the Catholic Church’s Dialogue with Jews and Muslims* (CUA Press, 2016).
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- Part 3: Hinduism
- Part 4: Buddhism

2017 • paperbound
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$49.95

2013 • paperbound
278 pages • Item #7051
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**World Religions in Dialogue**
*A Comparative Theological Approach, Enhanced Edition*

Pim Valkenberg, Editor

**TABLE OF CONTENTS**

- Part 1: Judaism
- Part 2: Islam
- Part 3: Hinduism
- Part 4: Buddhism
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Catholic Ethics in Today’s World
Revised Edition
Jozef Zalot and Benedict Guevin, OSB

“Catholic Ethics in Today’s World is excellent for introducing students to moral reasoning in a genuinely theological context. The authors stress the positive dimension of ethics, quickly breaking through students’ stereotypes about Catholic ethics as rule-bound and constraining. The chapters on controversial issues present the reasoning behind official Catholic teaching very cogently, which sets just the right foundation for critical yet constructive dialogue in the classroom.”

—Brian Stiltner
Sacred Heart University

2011 • paperbound
302 pages • Item #7013
$30.95

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Jozef Zalot is the Regional Director of Ethics and Spiritual Care for Mercy Health-Cincinnati, and earned a PhD in Systematic Theology/Ethics at Marquette University. Benedict Guevin, OSB, is professor of moral theology at Saint Anselm College in Manchester, New Hampshire. Rev. Guevin holds an STD from the Institut Catholique de Paris and a PhD from the University of Paris.

Ethical Business
Cultivating the Good in Organizational Culture
Richard Kyte

“Richard Kyte’s Ethical Business elevates business ethics from a process of rules-based problem-solving to the practice of character-based relationship building. The author argues that ethical business leaders derive their power from trust, not coercion. The ethical businesses that Kyte describes reap the rewards of attracting more productive employees, more loyal customers, and more committed investors. Kyte provides a blueprint for building companies and brands in sync with today’s increasingly socially conscious consumers.”

—Frank J. Oswald
Columbia University

2016 • paperbound
176 pages • Item #7075
ISBN 978-1-59982-630-1
$16.95

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Richard Kyte is endowed professor and director of the D. B. Reinhart Institute for Ethics in Leadership at Viterbo University, La Crosse, Wisconsin.

An Ethical Life
A Practical Guide to Ethical Reasoning
Richard Kyte

“Richard Kyte’s An Ethical Life: A Practical Guide to Ethical Reasoning is first-rate. It is wonderfully accessible, deeply informed, and genuinely constructive. A key to the text’s success is the wealth of examples Kyte explores. He shows a keen awareness of particular challenges in securing a sustainable ecological balance. I warmly recommend this fresh and engaging book to anyone looking for a balanced and student-friendly introductory text in ethics.”

—James G. Hanink
Loyola Marymount University

2012 • paperbound
254 pages • Item #7040
ISBN 978-1-59982-074-3
$25.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Richard Kyte is endowed professor and director of the D. B. Reinhart Institute for Ethics in Leadership at Viterbo University, La Crosse, Wisconsin.

Good Business
Catholic Social Teaching at Work in the Marketplace
Thomas O’Brien, Elizabeth W. Collier, Patrick Flanagan

“The abstract reflections of theologians and philosophers have often had little impact on the work of practicing business managers. Good Business seeks to bridge that gap and is a welcome addition to the project of applying the principles of Catholic social teaching to the challenges of business. The authors provide a useful summary of basic concepts (such as human dignity, the common good, justice, subsidiarity, and solidarity) and survey some of the issues that surround them. A thought-provoking volume for anyone interested in bringing the Catholic social tradition to the world of business.”

—Robert G. Kennedy
University of Saint Thomas

2014 • paperbound
288 pages • Item #7059
$34.95

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Thomas O’Brien is associate professor of religious studies at DePaul University, Chicago. Elizabeth W. Collier is associate professor of business ethics at Dominican University, River Forest, Illinois. Patrick Flanagan is assistant professor in the department of theology and religious studies at St. John’s University, Jamaica, New York.
Green Discipleship
Catholic Theological Ethics and the Environment
Tobias Winright, Editor

"Look no further! A powerful ensemble of articles that is on the cutting edge of religious environmental ethics. The place to start for scholars and ministers who on their own want to bring themselves abreast of the best of the literature. This book will be a centerpiece in the conversation on religious ethics and the environment for some time."

—Todd Whitmore
University of Notre Dame

2011 • paperbound
512 pages • Item #7027
ISBN 978-1-59982-024-8
$39.95

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Tobias Winright is the Endowed Maeder Associate Professor of Health Care Ethics in the Gnaegi Center for Health Care Ethics and Associate Professor of Theological Ethics at Saint Louis University.

The Greening of Faith
Insights from Judaism, Islam, and Buddhism
Tobias Winright, Editor

Christianity is by no means the only religion with concerns about the current ecological crisis—nor is it the only tradition with ideas for how to resolve it. What can we learn from different ancient traditions around the globe about this global issue?

In The Greening of Faith: Insights from Judaism, Islam, and Buddhism, editor Tobias Winright gathers important reflections on the ecological crisis—and what might be done about it—from leading scholars specializing in different religious traditions. Combined, these reflections deftly illustrate the way that such a complex and universal moral issue—global ecological degradation—can urge diverse people to serious, renewed engagement with their own theological traditions.

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Tobias Winright is the Endowed Maeder Associate Professor of Health Care Ethics in the Gnaegi Center for Health Care Ethics and Associate Professor of Theological Ethics at Saint Louis University.

Health Care Ethics
Theological Foundations, Contemporary Issues, and Controversial Cases
Revised and Expanded
Michael R. Panicola, David M. Belde, John Paul Slosar, and Mark F. Repenshek

“Health Care Ethics provides a solid basic text in the field and is particularly helpful in integrating a religious perspective into bioethics in a way that invites deeper dialogue. It is very readable, but does not sacrifice intellectual depth in being accessible.”

—David A. Bard
College of St. Scholastica

2015 • paperbound
216 pages • Item #7066
ISBN 978-1-59982-218-1
$22.95

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Michael R. Panicola, PhD, is senior vice president of mission and organizational ethics for SSM Health Care in Saint Louis, Missouri. David M. Belde, PhD, is administrative director of ethics and mission for Bon Secours Richmond Health System in Richmond, Virginia. John Paul Slosar, PhD, is director of ethics for Ascension Health in Saint Louis, Missouri. Mark F. Repenshek, PhD, is a health care ethicist for Columbia Saint Mary’s Hospitals in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Riders in the Storm
Ethics in an Age of Climate Change
Brian G. Henning

“In Riders in the Storm: Ethics in an Age of Climate Change, Brian Henning shows that we are called to rethink everything in view of the catastrophe we face so as to engage together in the great work to which Thomas Berry has been calling us. Central to honorable pursuit of this work is personal morality, and this morality must shape our lives to the needs of our times. Like every truly wise morality, what it calls for is not miserable sacrifice but joyful, responsible life.”

—John Cobb, Jr.
Claremont School of Theology

2015 • paperbound
216 pages • Item #7066
ISBN 978-1-59982-218-1
$22.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Brian G. Henning has a doctorate in philosophy from Fordham University. He is currently a professor of philosophy and environmental studies at Gonzaga University.
**Who Would Jesus Kill?**

*War, Peace, and the Christian Tradition*

Mark J. Allman

“Perhaps the best test of a book is how students respond. My students found Who Would Jesus Kill? to be informative and engaging. They appreciated the broad historical overview of Christian perspectives on war and how these views shape our current reflections on war and peace. Allman’s text is clear, relevant, and thought provoking as the title suggests. If you want a textbook that will get your students thinking about the ethical issues related to war, the use of violence, and the search for peace, this is one to choose.”

—Ron Large

Gonzaga University

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Mark J. Allman holds a PhD in Christian ethics from Loyola University in Chicago. He teaches at Merrimack College in North Andover, Massachusetts. His work has been published in numerous scholarly and popular journals.

2008 • paperbound
326 pages • Item #7010
ISBN 978-0-88489-984-6
$27.95
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**Encounters in Faith**

*Christianity in Interreligious Dialogue*

Peter Feldmeier

“In Encounters in Faith: Christianity in Interreligious Dialogue, Peter Feldmeier opens the discipline of comparative theology, often seen as the provenance of a few scholars with expertise in more than one religion, to a broad audience. A useful handbook for undergraduate teaching as well as for disseminating the fruit of comparative theology and interreligious dialogue to the wider public.”

—Catherine Cornille

Boston College

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Peter Feldmeier is the Murray/Bacik Endowed Chair of Catholic Studies at the University of Toledo, where he specializes in Christian spirituality, comparative theology, and Buddhist-Christian dialogue. He was named the Aquinas Scholars Professor of the Year at Saint Thomas University in St. Paul, MN, in 2010.

2011 • paperbound
340 pages • Item #7032
ISBN 978-1-59982-031-6
$31.95
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**The Enduring Quest for Meaning**

*Humans, Mystery, and the Story of Religion*

Michael Horace Barnes

“Michael Horace Barnes’s book The Enduring Quest for Meaning is a comprehensive and well-constructed introduction to religion as human response to mystery. It talks about a God that transcends the limits of particular religions’ titles or manner of relating to God or God’s existence. The book is coherent, useful, and attractive: coherent because of its examples of how humans have understood Ultimate Reality; useful because of its footnotes and charts and summaries of terms; and attractive in the images that illustrate topics (a picture is frequently “worth a thousand words”).”

—James V. Zeitz

Our Lady of the Lake University

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Michael Horace Barnes is a professor of religious studies at the University of Dayton.

2015 • paperbound
386 pages • Item #7068
$32.95
### A Guide for Writing About Theology and Religion

**Mari Rapela Heidt**

“This guide should be required reading for every student in introductory religion and theology courses at the college level. Drawing from significant experience teaching such courses, Rapela Heidt provides helpful and clearly written advice on how to avoid the most common errors of basic writing, punctuation, and citation, as well as step-by-step directions for tackling the research paper.”

—M. Therese Lysaught  
Marquette University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>paperbound</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>7043</td>
<td>978-1-59982-003-3</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Introduction to Religious Studies

**Paul Myhre, Editor**

“Introduction to Religious Studies is the long-awaited answer to the question of how to present the foundational and contemporary dimensions of religious studies in a dialogical framework to the college-level undergraduate student. With faculty and student learning goals in mind, the authors share a wealth of scholarship and teaching experience on a variety of topics that invite both critical inquiry and personal exploration.”

—Lucinda A. Nolan  
The Catholic University of America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>paperbound</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>7023</td>
<td>978-0-88489-976-1</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Interreligious Dialogue

**An Anthology of Voices Bridging Cultural and Religious Divides**

**Christoffer H. Grundmann, Editor**

“In Interreligious Dialogue, Christoffer Grundmann has assembled a truly extraordinary collection of writings on interreligious dialogue. The introduction speaks of these as ‘remarkable essays.’ This is an understatement. What a wonderful text for college students and theology students!”

—Stephen Bevans, SVD  
Catholic Theological Union, Chicago

**Mari Rapela Heidt** holds a PhD in theological ethics from Marquette University and teaches in the department of religious studies at the University of Dayton. She is the author of *Moral Traditions: An Introduction to World Religious Ethics* (Anselm Academic, 2010).
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<td>paperbound</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>7067</td>
<td>978-1-59982-676-9</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
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</table>

### Moral Traditions

**An Introduction to World Religious Ethics**

**Mari Rapela Heidt**

“An invaluable introductory religious ethics text for the millennial generation of students. In language that is relevant to this newest generation of students, a generation marked by the economic and cultural effects of globalization, Rapela Heidt provides a multiple-method approach to understanding the many world religions, and ‘lived examples’ of a contemporary ethical issue addressed by each tradition.”

—Whitney A. Bauman  
Florida International University

**Mari Rapela Heidt** holds a PhD in theological ethics from Marquette University and teaches in the department of religious studies at the University of Dayton.
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Anselm Academic Study Bible
New American Bible
Revised Edition
Carolyn Osiek, RSCJ, General Editor

“Among study Bibles, the Anselm Academic Study Bible stands out for its excellent translation and notes (New American Bible Revised Edition), fresh introductions to the biblical books, and articles on important and neglected topics such as the social context of the Bible, the Christian Bible and Jews, and contextual and transformative interpretation. Expertly edited and amply illustrated, the volume is a most welcome resource for students and interested adults.”

—Richard J. Clifford, SJ
School of Theology and Ministry
Boston College

Item #4142 • softcover • $34.95
ISBN 978-1-59982-163-4
Item #4143 • hardcover • $39.95

ABOUT THE EDITOR

FEATURES
• Clear, insightful articles on key issues around the formation and interpretation of Scripture invite critical thinking.
• Includes four-color charts, maps, and Lectionary for Mass.
• User-tested layout and design aid ease of navigation.
• Informs theological and philosophical perspectives.

Anselm Companion to the Bible
Corrine L. Carvalho, Editor

“The Anselm Companion to the Bible is well-researched and clearly written and explores a rich and amazing variety of topics. Evenly divided between introductory essays and essays on each of the Testaments, they are comprehensive yet succinct, touching on major features of a particular issue without overwhelming details. New ideas, new questions are presented with balance and insight. The Companion is a valuable resource for classroom or personal Bible study.”

—Thomas P. McCreesh, OP
Providence College

The Anselm Companion to the Bible is geared to students of diverse faith backgrounds who are new to studying the Bible in an academic environment. Filled with accessible and well-written essays by leading biblical scholars from a variety of religious backgrounds, the Companion is organized into four parts: introductions to biblical studies and the Old and New Testaments, and a collection of additional study aids.

Two additional texts have been derived from the full Companion. The Anselm Companion to the Old Testament includes topics such as Bible translations, methods of biblical interpretation, geography and archeology, and an introduction to the wisdom literature. The Anselm Companion to the New Testament includes topics such as formation of the Bible, New Testament Christologies, and the social and historical context of the Greco-Roman world. Each of these derivative companions contains articles specifically chosen to enrich study of that particular testament.

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Corrine L. Carvalho is professor of theology and director of the University of Saint Thomas’s Luann Dummer Center for Women. Dr. Carvalho received her PhD from Yale University, where she specialized in Old Testament studies, and her master’s degree from the Graduate Theological Union, in Berkeley, California.

Anselm Companion to the Bible
2014 • 416 Pages
Item #7056 • $34.95

Anselm Companion to the Old Testament
2014 • 286 Pages
ISBN 978-1-59982-625-7
Item #7057 $27.95

Anselm Companion to the New Testament
2014 • 286 Pages
ISBN 978-1-59982-627-1
Item #7058 $27.95

FEATURES OF EACH TEXT
• Full-color images
• Thoughtful study and discussion questions
• Time line of biblical history
• Visually appealing maps and charts
• Compatible with any translation of the Bible

ABOUT THE EDITOR
The Catholic Epistles, Hebrews, and Revelation
Introducing the New Testament
Daniel J. Scholz
“In The Catholic Epistles, Hebrews, and Revelation, Daniel J. Scholz masterfully integrates the later New Testament writings into the broader theological, ecclesial, literary, and social contexts in which they were composed. Both students and teachers are indebted to Dr. Scholz for his clear and concise presentation of the scholarly debates and theological issues that make these writings especially important.”
—Lance Richey
University of Saint Francis

Beginning Biblical Studies
Revised Edition
Marielle Frigge
“In Beginning Biblical Studies, Dr. Marielle Frigge reveals herself as a superb teacher. Grounded in solid scholarship and written in graceful prose, her textbook informs and guides those unfamiliar with the Bible; in contrast to many textbook writers, she avoids the temptation to overwhelm her readers with data. May this outstanding book be widely used, and may its readers learn from the wisdom of its author.”
—Mary C. Boys, SNJM
Union Theological Seminary

Encountering Ancient Voices
A Guide to Reading the Old Testament
Second Edition
Corrine L. Carvalho
“Encountering Ancient Voices makes an invaluable contribution to undergraduate biblical studies, especially for students who are studying the Bible as part of their core curriculum. The book’s format is exceptionally helpful, especially the discussions of biblical passages, but also the charts, sidebars, overviews, and summaries. This book helped me achieve my best effort ever in teaching this course.”
—Evelyn R. Thibeaux
Loyola University

The Back Door Introduction to the Bible
John Kaltner and Steven L. McKenzie
“Kaltner and McKenzie have done it again! As in their earlier Uncensored Bible, they have written a lively, insightful, and humorous introduction to the Bible that is sure to keep all readers—especially students—awake, informed, and entertained. In the field of biblical studies, that is no small feat! I enthusiastically recommend The Back Door Introduction to the Bible to one and all.”
—Brent A. Strawn
Emory University

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
John Kaltner is associate professor of religious studies at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee. Steven L. McKenzie is professor of Hebrew Bible/Old Testament at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Kaltner is associate professor of religious studies at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee. Steven L. McKenzie is professor of Hebrew Bible/Old Testament at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Corrine L. Carvalho is professor of theology and director of the University of Saint Thomas’s Luann Dummer Center for Women. Dr. Carvalho received her PhD from Yale University, where she specialized in Old Testament studies, and her master’s degree from the Graduate Theological Union, in Berkeley, California.
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